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2017 U of T Women in House SPPG Reflections 

 
Name:  Anna-Kay Russell 
Program:  Master of Public Policy 
Year:   1 
Host:    Jennifer O’Connell 
   MP for Pickering — 
    Uxbridge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reflection: 
 
My day with MP O'Connell was a very informative, day-in-the-life-of type of day. I met her at 
her office in the morning and went with her to Parliament to partake in her House Duty rituals. 
 
She was so welcoming and open to answering any questions I had. We talked about policy 
issues, the on-goings at Parliament and how her life has changed since being elected in 2015. I 
was introduced to MPs from my ward as well as abroad. I met the Minister of Status of Women 
in Canada, the Hon. Maryam Monsef, and the Speaker of the House, the Hon. Geoff Regan. I 
had lunch next to Tom Mulcair in the Parliament cafeteria; watched an intense Question Period 
from the Liberal party perspective; and studied for my macroeconomics test the following day 
back in Toronto in the absolutely stunning Library of Parliament.  
 
Like Justice Rosalie Abella whom we heard from the previous day, MP O'Connell emphasized 
the importance of making time for yourself and being attentive to things in your life in work and 
in other aspects. 
 
In terms of challenges of the day, I met none really. Most of my challenges came before I arrived 
in Ottawa, having plans fall through with assignment. If there's anything I learned from this 
opportunity, it is to continue on as every experience has a purpose, even and especially if 
unplanned.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Hon. Geoff Regan, Anna-Kay Russell and MP Jennifer O’Connell  



2017 U of T Women in House SPPG Reflections 

 
Name:  Lauren Birch 
Program:  Master of Public Policy 
Year:   2 
Host:    Hon. Karina Gould 
   MP for Burlington, ON 
   Minister of Democratic Institutions 
 
Reflection: 
 
When I first heard Minister Gould speak at the 
reception I was incredibly impressed with how 
poised, confident and articulate she was. My day 
shadowing her was no different; she was welcoming, 
informative and clearly passionate about her role as a 
Member of Parliament and a Minister. 
 
I met her at her office in the Justice Building where 
she was arriving from two radio interviews. My first 
thought was how busy she seemed and it was only 
9am. I was also very surprised that she only had one 
full-time staffer in her capacity of MP for Burlington, 
instantly demonstrating how self-sufficient and 
smart she is.  
 
Myself and her Press Secretary escorted her to her first meeting of the day. Here, political 
staffers for various Ministers were stood outside the room waiting for their meeting to be 
finished. I liked the sense of camaraderie between staff and was constantly being introduced to 
other staffers, MPs and even General Jonathan Vance! I felt so welcomed by Minster Gould who 
treated me with such respect and made sure I felt included throughout the entire day. 
 
I was impressed with Minister Gould’s staff who were successfully able to have a “go with the 
flow” attitude when meetings were rescheduled, or when MPs had to immediately head to the 
House of Commons for an unexpected vote. They constantly knew what was going on and what 
needed to be done, and it was clear they cared very deeply for Minister Gould both 
professionally and personally. They were incredibly knowledgeable about everything Minister 
Gould needed to accomplish, prepping her for interviews, Question Period and taking notes for 
her during her meetings. 
 
Overall, I am so happy with my experience on the Hill and I feel so grateful to Minister Gould 
for the opportunity to shadow her. I feel extremely inspired by her who, as a young woman, is 
really demonstrating what it means to represent Canadians. It definitely opened my eyes up to a 
life in politics, and I hope to see Minister Gould again. 
 
 
  

Lauren Birch and Hon. Karina Gould standing 
outside of the Cabinet 

 



2017 U of T Women in House SPPG Reflections 

 
Name:  Zabeda Oumer-Haji  
Program:  Master of Public Policy 
Year:   2 
Host:   Hon. Carla Qualtrough 

MP for Delta, BC   
Minister of Sport and 
Persons with Disabilities 

 
Reflection: 
 
This semester I had the privilege of taking 
part in the University of Toronto Women 
in House program on Parliament Hill, 
where I had the honour of shadowing the 
Honourable Carla Qualtrough, Minister of 
Sport and Persons with Disabilities. I 
started my day off with a warm welcome 
from the Minister’s Director of 
Parliamentary Affairs, who introduced me to the Minister’s staff and went through the agenda of 
what I should expect the day to look like, followed by an introduction to the Minister.  
 
We kicked off the day with the opening of the house. I joined the Minister as she headed down to 
the House of Commons, which gave me an opportunity to see what goes on behind the scenes 
prior to the start of a session. It was a particularly interesting time to be on Parliament Hill as the 
2017 budget was released the day before. After opening the house, the Minister arrived back at 
the office where we dived into the first of several meetings. Each meeting was focused on sports 
programming in Canada, I was fortunate enough to meet with government and non-government 
stakeholders ranging from local level to the national level. At the end of our last meeting, a 
countdown began, it was time to vote. I joined the Minister as she headed downstairs, and 
watched as the MPs prepared to vote and headed on to the floor of the House of Commons.  
 
After lunch, the second part of my day consisted of observing and learning about Parliament 
Hill. I was given a personal tour around Parliament Hill by the Minister’s Parliamentary 
Assistant, who shared her experiences and stories, as well as historical events that have occurred 
on the hill. The tour was then followed by a viewing of question period from the gallery, which 
consistied of post-budget questions and remarks. 
 
In summary, my day shadowing the Honourable Carla Qualtrough was high paced, very 
interactive and engaging. I had the privilege of meeting many people who support the day to day 
flow of Parliament, while learning about their experiences on the hill and in the political sphere. 
I’m glad I took part in the Women in House program because it gave me a better understanding 
of Parliament and politics that I would have otherwise not experienced in the classroom. Most 
importantly, it was empowering to see women, like Minister Qualtrough, in action and listening 
to their stories. 

The Hon. Carla Qualtrough and Zabeda Oumer-Haji 


